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An Examination of Jonathan Swift's 
"A Voyage to the Houyhnhnms" as Parable 

What we are faced with here is a multifaceted, multile

veiled, much interpreted parable which uses satire as its 

methodoJonathan Swift, in his fourth voyage of Gulliver's 

Travels, "A Voyage to the Houyhnhnms," has concocted an amaz~ 

ing f~ion which shows its reader both the vile qualities and 

noble virtues of man. Swift forces his reader into the self

interroga ting questions· Is the a1uthor taunting me with a mis

anthropic view of man merely to depress me as reader and pet

haps reve~l his innermost psyche, or is he pruporting such a 

view to force me to seek a new awareness of the nature of man 

and to accept, if not re-accept, all his characteristics? 
o ..... 

In order to delve into the central focus of the voyage, 

characters must be located and their qualities identified. 

Once this is accomplished. and their roles understood, the 

cora~f the .story stands ready to be read. The only hitch in 

this method is that many -interpretations will present them

selves and claim,' rightfully so, validitYe 'rhe only reason I 

present this usually unnecessary qualificatiori is to point 
, 

out that this interpretation will be one more possibility in 

a long line of possibilities of which several could be simul~ 

taneously valid. The unique qualities of this look, however, 

will lie in the fact that I wish to present "A.Voyage to the 
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Houyhnhnms" not as satire but ultimately as parable.. Here~ 

then, is my submission. 

'J ona than Swift has given us a spectrum of qualities and 

characteristics of mankind. It extends from base, animalis...,,; 

tic, human perversities and passions to a manifestation of hUM 

man reason and nature at their perfection. The spectrum's 

ends are labeled Yahoo and Houyhnhnm respectively. 

Gulliver m who in the beginning serves as representitive 

of and 	for the reader, enters the spectrum of Houyhnhnmland 

and seeks to save himself after being cast off by mutineers~ 

On his 	journey he discovers and describes the Yahoosi· 

Upon-the whole, I never beheld in all my 
travels so disagreeable an animal, or one 
against which I naturally conceived so strong 
an antipathys (p. 222)1 

Very quickly, then, it is established that the Yahoo is a con-

temptable and averse creature .. 

Swift next introduces the reader to the opposing end of 

the spectrum, ag~in by way of Gulliver. What Gulliver initi~ 

ally sees are horses, but being the experienced observer now 

acc,¥J,stomed to expecting the unusual after three previous voy

ages, he reckons this: 

Upon the whole, the behavior of these animals 
was so orderly and rational~ so acute ~nd ju
dicious, that I at least concluded they needs 
magicians. (p. 224) 

For Gulliver, it would seem totally irrational to accept a 

horse as possessing reason. 

The following chapters take Gulliver, and the reader, 

through a myriad of revelations to a new awareness of our 
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race. In those chapters, Gulliver slowly loses his identity 

with the readere He does not remain the allegorical repre

sentitive of the reader, but becomes an individual character 

wi th a particular role to performe ? Gulliver. as character t 

slowly begins to believe the Yahoo to be human as he is hu

man. 

My horror and astonishment are not to be de
. scribed, when I observed in this abominal 
animal a perfect ·human figure8 (p. 228) 

As Gulliver moves. in reaction to his observation, to~ 

wards id.enti ty with the Houyhnhnms. creatures of perfect na

ture and reason, he pushes his own race further toward identie 

fication with the Yahoos. This is accomplished partly throug} 

his education by the Houyhnhnm master· wherein Gulliver unwit

tingly aids the master in paralleling the characteristics of 

the Houyhnhnm Yahoo with the behavior of the European Yahoo, 

so much so that the master and Gulliver believe them to be 

one and the same species and thus make the reader uncomforta

ble. At this point I shall begin my distinctiono 

Many critics point to the Yahoo and Houyhnhnm as being 

representitive or allegorical either of man, in the case of 

the Yahoo, or perfect nature and reason in the case of the 

Houyhnhnme Fuller descriptions of the characteristics of eac} 

are to follow, but this question must be raisedl! Why must we 

look at them as being metaphors of certain states or qualitie~ 

of being rather than as characters in a certain state, or as 

characters possessing certain qualities or characteristics? 

The Voyage can be perfectly well understood as 
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merely what it purports.to be; namely, a mar
velous or fantastic fable, literally narrated, 
in which the Hoyhnhnmsand the Yahoos are not 
metaphors or 'symbols standing f()r general i.;;. 
deas. but two species of concrete beingse . The 
moral or thesis of this' fable,' :onthis assump
tion, is broughth?me to jhe reader ,directly
through the story 1tself0 . 

For our purposes, then, let us understand the characters 

as such, possessing qualities and characteristics rather than 

as metaphorical representitives of them. I make this dis~ 

tinction in order to posit that man will not find a metaphor 

for himself in either the Yahoo or the Houyhnhnm. The fact 

is rather that each possesses certain characteristics that 

man shares to various degrees, but neither is man as he is. 

It is through these characters and through Gulliver that 

Swift helps us to discover. or re-discover, man$ 

I1The moral or thesis of the fable .. is brought home8 e 

to the reader directly through the story itself." I requote 

this statement in order to take Crane a step furthere Let us 

take Swift's satire, for that is his method. and consider the 

"Voyage" not as fable. but as parable. For it is as parable 

that we can sift through the characters and discover a proper 

awareness of mane It is necessary, then, at this point to 

establish what I .mean when I say parable. I will provide her 

a brief account of John Dominic Crossan's book, The Dark In

terval: Towards a Theology of Story@ Chapter II L'~..T1J.~ Y{.~y~_,oJ 

S~or:y:. it 

To begin with, the world must be established, it must 

exist. This is the purpose of the story called myth.. "Myth 

http:purports.to
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performs the specific task of mediating irreciucible oppo... · 

sites"tt4 In myth these opposites will be such poles as human/ 

superhuman, mortal/immortal, male/female. legitimate/illegiti

mate, or good/bad. These opposite terms are very,profound and 

fundamentally important and thus cannot stand opposed but must 

be mediated or reconciled. Myth also serves the function of 

reconciliation, but added to this, it is much more important 

to believe in the possibility of a solution than ever finding 

one in actuality. The advantage of myth, and its basic func

tion, is to establish that possibility itself.) 

If myth is the story which creates reconciliation, is 

there, then, an opposite story which creates irreconciliation? 

The answer according to Crossan is yes. It is the story call

ed parablee The reconciliation of myth is the world we know, 

parable shows us the seams and edges of reconciliation. or of 

whatever has been established by myth., , 

Crossan quotes Frank Kermode:' "Myths are the agents of 

6stability, fictions the agents of change ... Parables are fic .. 

tions, not myths; they are meant to change. not reassure us. 

mentioned Crossan's double function of myth:~ "the reconci;;. 

liation of an individual contradiction and, more important, 

the creation of belief in the permanent possibility of recon

ciliation."? Crossan points out thata "Parable also has a 

double function which opposes the double function of myth. 

The surface function of parable is to create contradiction 

within a given situation of complacent security but. even 

more unnervingly. to challenge the fundamental principle of 
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reconciliation by making us aware of the fact" that the re

conciliation is 'of our own making. 8 We made the world into 

what it is and parable reminds us that we did. 

Thus myth, which must be understood to understand the 

complete meaning' and significance of parable, and 'parable i t

self, have been briefly described. But what of satire? It 

is undoubtedly Swift's method, so how does it fit in? Again 

I turn to Crossan'who turns to Henry Fieldingl "A satire is a 

work organized so that it ridicules objects external to the 

fictional world created in it." The objects may be "particu

lar men, 't~e institutions of men, traits presumed to be in 

9all men, or any' combination of the three ... Thus, in a spec

trum of story~ we have myth creating world on one end and 

parable subverting it on the other~ but immedoiat1y before we 

reach parable, we'cross through satire which attacks the 

world created by mythe 

It should be obvious that "Voyage to the Houyhnhnms" peri 

fectly fits the definition given for satires Indeed, satire 

is a type of story which can stand alone but I wish to re

emphasize that I see the "Voyage" acting, by way of satire, 

as parable. Like satire, parable is intrinsica1],.y negative" 

"It is in fact the dark night of story, but precisely therein 

and thereby can it prepare us for the experience of transcen

dence.,,10 Parable show us th, limits we have created; it 

shows us the "we$' we have become and calls for us to pass be

yond our limits. Parable is indeed an unnerving experience 

and our immediate reaction is dislike of what we see. very 
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much like the Monday morning man in the mirror, ourselves at 

our truest. Let us turn, then, to the text for an examina

tion~ 

Our first step is to establ-ish the characters and what 

their characteristics are. Secondly, we will examine their 

roles and loc~te the core of the story and its meaning for us. 

Then we shall see how "A Voyage to the Houyhnhnms" stands as 

parable, and what it is Swift has accomplished by writing it. 

Gulliver is cast off by his mutinous crew. as mentioned, 

and must begin to explore the land he now inhabits for mem

bers of his own race, or at least someone who can help him. 

He stumbles onto a herd of what he will come to know as Ya

hoos. Gulliver speaks to us of the "disagreeable animal t and• 

•does so "full of contempt and aversiont (p. 222) e He tries 

to leave the scene but is trapped by the "cursed brood" who 

begin "to discharge their excrements on my ,head" (p. 222). 

This begins only too well to (1) describe the filthiness of 

the Yahoos,-and (2) begin an attack on the pride of man the 

purpose of which is very near the core of the story. For

tunately, Gulliver is saved by a pair of horses who "must 

needs' be magicians. 1I They take him home to their master 

where Gulliver spends the remainder of his fourth journey. 

Amidst the characterizations of the characters relation

ships are set up between them and the spectrum is established~ 

This is done on two levels. First, it is done metaphorically 

by describing the homes and diet of each. Gulliver notes 

that the master's house is clean and sweet smelling. and the 
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diet of the Houyhnhnms is temperate and vegetarian e The Ya~ 

hoos, however, are kept in stables which are filthy and stink. 
e}l

This brood is witness -to be omnivo:t'ous but prefers meat and 

garbage. Gulliver. it turns out, is given a place to lodge 

between the house and stable;' "it was but six yards from the 

house, and separated from the stable of the Yahoos'! (p. 232) II 

His diet is also omnivorous, but it is healthy and clean. Un

like either the Houyhnhnms or Yahoos, he requires prepared 

foods for his dieto Thus we have one method of expressing 

the spectrum •. 

The Houyhnhnms, however, are perplexed by this new crea

ture. He is strange, yet oddly familiar to the horses He ise 

brought next to a Yahoo to allow the master a chance for a 

comparison. Gulliver also makes use of the chances "My hor

ror and astonishment are not to be de£cribed~,when I observed 

in this abominable animal a perfect human figure~ (p. 228). 

The Houyhnhnms also recognize the similarity, but are con

° 1 to IIf use d by Gu111ver's c othe~"whence they had no concep 10n 

(P8 228). The master, however, 

was fully convinced • B that I was a Yahoo,• 

but my teaehableness~ civility and cleanli
ness astonished him; which were qualities al
together so opposite to those animals e •• 

He was extremely anxious to know • .. • how I 
was taught to imi ta te a ra tional creature.. .' 
• 0 he said it was plain I needs be a per• 

fect Yahooe (pps 233,235). 

We discover that the fact the Houyhnhnms recognized Gulliver 

as a Yahoo repulsed him.. Gulliver observed the Yahoo as 
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possibly being a race of man and cringed at being identified 

with humans as repulsive as the Yahoos: 

I hitherto concealed the secret of my dress, 
in order to distinguish myself as much as 
possible from that cursed race of Yahoos. 
e 8 8 I expressed my uneasiness at his giving 
me the appelation of Yahoo, an odius animal 
for which I had so utter a hatred and con
tempt~ (Pp8 235, 236) 

While all this takes place, Gulliver is also establish

ing for the reader who and/or what the Houyhnhnms aree ~ul-

liver relates: 

The'word Houyhnhmn. in theirt0l1gue signi-'
fies a horse. and in itsetymology,:the 
perfection of nature."' p. ,234).' \} 

The Houyhnhnms are also a simple race; 

their language doth not abound in variety
of words, because their wants and passions 
are fewer than among US·e •• Power, govern
ment, war, law, punishment, and a thousand 
other things had no terms wherein that 
language could express them8 (pp. 240." 24:3) 

Thus,. by a second. direct method, the spectrum is establish~ 

ed, this being one of characteristics. The vile Yahoos are 

on one enda the Houyhnhnms, simple creatures of perfect na

ture and reason, are on the other. while Gulliver is some

where in-betweens 

It would be good to note here that the core of the story 

has been glimpsed at by realizing that two of the major ob

jects of satire.have been established. The problem of 

clothes, for example. becomes an excellent metaphor for the 

satirization of the artificiality of man, for" [the master] 

could no understand why nature should teach us to conceal 
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what nature had givenot (p. 235). The Houyhnhnms believed 

"nature and reason were sufficient guides for a reasonable 

animal" (p. 247) .. Why, then. the existence of the above 

laundry listl power, government. war. law, and punishment? 

The master points out 

That our institutions of government and law 
were plainly owing to our gross defects in 
reason, and by consequence. in virtue, be
cause reason alone is sufficient to govern a 
rational creatureo (p. 258-259) 

All these above become props for 

us as a sort of animal to whose share. by 
what accident lthe master]· could not con
jecture, some small pittance of reason had 
fallena (p. 258) 

Man's pride is also attacked as Gulliver1s .hatred af the 

Yahoo' illustratee.... As Gulliver I s attempts to describe the 

European Yahoo, the master continually draws parallels be

tween the Yahoo of his land and the Yahoo of Gulliver'ss 

Gulliver is finally convinced by the reason of the.master, 

the form of the Yahoos, and by sexual assault that both Ya~ 
, . 

hoos ar~ really of one species. Gulliver reflects on the 

attack by a female Yahoo" 

I could no longer oeny that I was a.real 
Yahoo in every limb and feature, since the' 
females had a natural propensity to me, as 
one of their own species8 (pe 267) 

This is the t~r.ning point for Gulliver, the identifiea

of man with the Yaho'o. I t is with this identification that 

Gulliver begins his bitter renunciation of man.. He suffers 

under this new identity and seeks to beeome a Houyhnhnm by 

imitating them in as many ways as possible. He succeeds in 
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Bounding like them and develops the gait of a horse, (as far 

as humanly possible), and does learn something of virtue from 

.them: 

I fell to imitate their gait and gesture ••• 
and my friends often tell me in a blunt way. 
that I trot like a horse; whiche however, I 
take for a great compliment. Neither shall I 
disown that in speaking I am apt to fall into 
the voice and manner of the Houyhnhnmsoo 0 8 

! had quite forgot the faculty of lying, so 
peculiar to all Yahoos. (Pp. 280, 289) 

When Gulliver discovers from his master that he must leave 

the land he has grown' to love, he 1aments:- .. so horrible was 

-the idea I conceived of retruning to live in the society and 

under the government of the Yahoos" (p.285). 

Thus we have the characters firmly in the spectrum with 

Gulliver inching. as best he can. toward the Houyhnhnms. Let 

us, then. dip further into their characteristics and examine 

their roles and re1ationshipso 

The Yahoos were true1y animals and creatures of filth •• , 

Every animal in Houyhnhnm1and natura11yabhored the Yahoos. 

They were observed to be the most unteaChable of all brutes 

with the strongest disposition to mischief. and were known to 

hate one another more than they did different species of ani~ 

ma1s. Yahoos were animals ofgreed* 

For- if. raaid the maste~, you throw five Yahoos 
as much ~ood as wou1d·be sufficient for fifty.
they will, inste~d of eating peaceably, fall 
together by the ears, each single one impatient 
to have all to itself. (p. 259) 

They would fight and maim one another over the carcass of a 

dead, diseased cows they would also war among themselves; 

========F======-~~---;-=-'-=======================================#====== 
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there would be battles fought without any visible cause. Ya

hoos were also the only animals subject to disease in Houy

hnhnmland. an important fact which will help to separate 

Gulliver from them: "I cannot but observe, that I never had 

one h6uros sickness while I stayed in this island" (pe 231) 

They were plauged by jealousy and base, vulgar passions: 

Another thing ~he master] wondei~at in the 
Yahoos was their strange disopsition to nas
tiness and dirt. whereas there appeared to be 
a natural love of cleanliness in all other 
animalse (pe 263) 

The Houyhnhnms, on the other hand t 

are endowed by nature with a general disposi
tion to all virtues, and have no conceptions 
or ideas of what is evil in a rational crea~ 
ture, so their grand maxim is to cultivate 
reason., and to be wholly governed by it~ (pe 268) 

To them, rtecency and civility are of the highest degrees e but 

they are altoghether ignorant of ceremonY$ The two principle 

virtues among the Houyhnhnms are friendship and benevolence. 

which are not confined to 'particular objects, but universal 

to the whole racel 

They will have it that nature teaches them 
to love the whole species, and it is reason 
only that maketh a distinctiqn of persons, 
where there isa superior degree of virtue. (p. 269) 

The young are ta~ght temperance, industry. exercise and 

cleanliness. It fs no wonder that Gulliver would want to 

imitate them, not wanting to be considered·a Yahoo. 

The Yahoos clearly possess elementsof filth and deform

itYe They display uncontrolled passion and vice. both of 

which are pointed out by the master and paralleled with man. 
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The master tOobserved in me all the qualities of a Yahoo, only 

a little more civilized by some tincture of reason" (p. 273). 

Even the "small pittance of reason" was co~rupted in the 

Yahoo, 	 or so believed the master and because of him, Gulliver. 

~eason) whereof we mad~ 
, 

no other use thanp 

by its assistance to aggravate our natural 
corruptions, and to acquire. new ones which 
nature had not given USe (p. 258) 

To cap off the characteristics of the Yahoo, it would surfice 

to. mention tha.t the only word which the Houyhnhnms have to 

express some malady would be derived from the beas't's name. 

Sickness among the Yahoo's would be expressed as "Hnea=Yahoo. 

or the Yahoo's Evil" (p. 262)e 

It must be made clear, however, that the Yahoo is not 

man.despite its appearanceoand, with the master's assistance, 

Gulliver's' identification with them. True,~ they do possess 

some characteristics of man, notably the worst, and their 

characteristics surface in the various behaviors of man. but 

they do not po~sess one particular,~haracteristic and it 'is 

that characterisiticwhich sets them apart. The Yahoos do 

not possess reason.. Gulliver is:.a man, he has reason~ The 

European Yahoo and the Houyhnhnm Yahoo are thus separate 

beings not of the same spec·ies.. Gulliver's presence in Houy"" 

hnhnmland serves to remind ,us of this .. 

Objectionl~ What of the master's assertions that Gulliver 

show only some "pittance" or "tincture of reason?" Gulliver 

has full reason. He not 'only po~sessf1me langUage t English, 

but he 	learns 8nd masters another, Houyhnhnm.. The Yahoos are 
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never noted to communicate except for some "horrible howl- ' 

ings" (p" 272). Language denotes a difference in kind. If 

more evidence is required, ana. at this point there should not 

be, it has already been noted that Gulliver never became ill 

and it was only the Yahoos w~o became ill in Houyhnhnmland. 

Furthermore,'Gulliver takes time to tell us how he made his 

food and fashioned his clothes, neither of which capability 

belongs to the Yahoo. 

Objection., What of the general tradition of the origin 

of the Yahoos? 

Yahoos had not been always in that country I 
but many years ago two of these brutes ap
peared together upon a montain: whether pro~ 
duced by the heat of the sun upon corrupted 
mud and slime, or from ooze and froth from 
the sea, was never known" (ps 271) 

There is not any real difficulty with this, but the Houyhnhnm 

master,using his reason, puts together two and two He com8 

bines Gulliver's account of his appearance on the island with 

the general tradition. The master suggests that the two ori

ginal Y~hoos;were driven there after being forsaken at sea, 

and retiring in the mountains, they degener~ted by degrees 

and became, in the process of time, much more savage than 

those of their own species in the country from where they 

came, (p" 272) 

They lost their use of reason, the master admits that., 

Without reason, they are not humane The "had degenerated 

because their feebli human reason had been,overwhelmed by an 

irrational nature and more adequate guides had been forgot= 
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teno n11 If this be the reason the Yahoos possess no reason, 

so be it, for man's nature is not perfect and does not entail 

perfect reason, at least in the same way. it is the flature of 

the Hbuyhnhnms to be of ··perfect nature and reason. to 

This, then. is part of the role of the Houyhnhnms, to 

possess perfect nature and reason for contrast. They are not 

human either. but not for the same reason, obviously. Plain 

and simple, they stand as a ~parate race with their own 

characteristics and qualities. They do not even look human. 

they are horses. The fact that they are animals provides for 

satiric distance and contrast. Swift's satire would have 

failed if the Houyhnhnms had been human-like, for then there 

would be no problem with Gulliver identifying with theme 

However, like the Yahoo, theydo possess some characteristics' 

of man, or .rather, unlike the Yahoos, man possesses some of 

the characteristics of the Houyhnhnms" Let· us understand the 

spectrum correctlYe 

Many of the fine and great attributes of the Houyhnhnms 

have been mentioned, specifically those which would entice 

Gulliver to imitate them, those, which in some degree, man 

does possess and cherish. What has not been mentioned. is 

what the perfection of nature carried out to its end in a 

race "wholly governed by reason" would be like .. 

For the human, this extreme would be absurde Humans do~ 

in fact, have as their nature many appetites and passions. 

The HouyhnhnmSs "w.>\'~ts and passions are fewer than among us." 

Because of this. there is a certain coldness in the make-up 
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of these creatures~ The master himself expresses a cold 

curiosityr 

(}he mastei:] brought me into allco~pany. and 
made them treat me with civility, because, 
as he told them privately, this would put me 
into a good humor and make me more diverting. (p. 236) 

As creaturesof reason, they lack sympathy and compassion 

simply because reason does not require either: 

If they can avoid casualties. they die only
of old age, and are buried in the obscurest 
of places that can be found, their friends 
and relations expression neither joy nor 
grief at their departure. (p. 275) 

The fact is that a being will sooner or later die t, so why not 

face up to it and let ,the event pass as'a matter of due 

course~ This'is the way the Houyhnhnms reason. Furthermore, 

a human would laugh at the thought of a life without affec

tionsl 

They have no fondness for their colts or 
foals, but the care they take in educating 
them proceeds entirely from the dictates 
of reason ..... not upon account of love, but8 

to preserve the race from degenerating [do 
they marr~. Courtships, love, presents, 
jointures, settlements, have tioplace in 
their thoughtse (pp. 268, 269)" 

The absurdity of the Houyhnhnms is expressdin another 

way, in the condemning of the shape of Gulliver's Yahoo bodyo 

It was regarded not only as inferior to the Houyhnhnms. but tc 

the Houyhnhnm Yahoo as wellt 

My nails were of no use either to my fore 
or hinder-feet: as to my fore-feet, he could 
not properly call them by that name, for he 
never observed me to walk upon them • e @ I 
could not, ftheyU, walk with any security, for 
if either of my hinder-feet slipped, I must 
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inevitably fall. He then began to find 
fault with other parts of my bodYf the flat 
ness of my face, the prominence of my nose, 
my eyes placed directly in fro~t. so that I 
could not look on either side without turning 
my head. (pp. 240-241) 

If the Houyhnhnms are absurd, so also is Gullivere 

I ..fell to imitate their gait and gesture.

which is now grown into an habit; and my . 

friends often tell me in a blunt way, that 

I trot like. a horse, which, however, I take 

for a great compliment. Neither shall I . 

disown that in speaking I am apt to fall 

into the voice and manner of the Houyhnhnms. (p .. 280) 


.It was mentioned earlier that Gulliver slowly loses his 

identity with the reader, that he does not remain the alle

gorical representitive of the reader, but becomes an indivi

dual character wi th hi~~ own particular role. This is true. 

but it would be better to say that Gulliver loses his identi 

ty with the reader on one level to enable him to broaden and 

complete himself as character on another. By this heibe-· 

comes both satirist and satirized; he is used in different 

ways at different times: 12 

Gulliver, as character, is a man, not just representitive 

of man and as such he sxands between the Yahoo and Houyhnhnm 

as a point of contrast. His role establishes the characters 

of each by serving as a point of refer~nce. He also serves 

as the reminder that neither the Yahoo or Houyhnhnrn is man. 

The reader is comfortable with Gulliver's role until he 

loses the. reader by changing his role and in the process 

identifies himself with the Houyhnhnms and the rest of men 

with the Yahoos. It is noble to try and improve oneself, 
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but in doing so Gulliver rejects the Yahoos. and thus man. 

In imitating the Houyhnhnms, 'Gulliver adds to his character 

their absurdity~ 

The reader is most uncomfortable with this evolution of 

the ~lot .and begins to see the work as Swift's rejection of 

man, or his misanthropic view of man. I do not wish to enter 

into discussiqn of what Swift actually holds, what I am con

cerned with is why does Gulliver allow this to happen. In 

answering this we willbegJ.n to enter the realm of parable. 

At this poirit, however, the door is not yet closed for 

Gulliver. We know that Gulliver has been the only real 

hu~~n in·Houyhnhnmland. and thus there is partial excuse for 

his delusion. We may then reason that Gulliver will be fine 

as soon as he comes back into contact with his own race e 

UnfortunatlYt however~ the trap door is opened:' 

at last my detestation of the Yahoo race 
prevailed. and turning my canoe, I sail
ed and paddled together to the south, 
and got into the same creek whence I set 
out in the mornign, choosing rather to . 
trust myself to,the barbarians, than 
live with the European Yahoos~ (p. 287) 

Gulliver falls through the .trap after meeting Don Pedro de 

Mendezz 

He was a very courteous and generous per
son " •• I wondered to find such civili
ties ~rom a Yahoo ~ ~ • At last I decided 
to treat. him like an animal which had some 
little portion of reason~ (p. 289) 

The trap door finally closes over Gulliver when he rejects 

his familya~ 

I must freely confess the sight of them 
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filled me only with hatred, disgust, and 
contempt; and the more by reflecting on 
the near alliance I had with them,e • e 

And when I began to consider that by copu
lating with one of the Yahoo species I had 
become a parent of more, it struck me with 
the utmost shame, confusion, and horror .. (1'", 292) 

Gulliver has indeed rejected man 0 But who is this Don Pedro? 

Gulliver has become so infatuated with a false and one-

sided theory of human nature, Yahoo nature, that he is blind 

to any facts which condradict it.· Don Pedro not only serves 

to be a contradiction ana thus helps to reveal Gulliver's 

absurdity. His generosity and his perception of the state of 

Gulliver's mind are such that "[he] conjectured that my mis

fortunes had impaired my reason" (p& 289), and his unfailing 

kindness in the face of repeated rebuffs marks him as a para

gon of man" 

Yet Gulliver, controlled by the exalted conception of 

virtue he has acquired from the Houyhnhnms, and by his fixed 

beliefs in the utter worthlessness of all Yahoos, with whom 

he has come to group the human race, is unable to perce.ive 

even the most extraordinary goodness when it manifests it

self in his own species8 13 Gulliver can accept Don Pedro only 

as he had been previously accepted by the Houyhnhnms, as some

things less than he is. By the contradiction of Gulliver's 

view of man, as provided by Mendez, we know that Gulliver is 

wrong" 

It is at this point that we could leave the story and 

call our job done. That is exactly what many critics have 

done at this point, they have left the story and called it a 
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misanthropic view of man. But I have raised the question, as 

well as 'many other critics:: Why has Gulliver let this happen 

to himself? 

Why is Gulliver so blind to his absurdity? It is the 

same reasoh the Houyhnhnms are blind to Gulliver as an animal 

of reason, which is pride, simple pride. The Houyhnhnms are 

char'acters of perfect nature ruled by reason. Gulliver. by 

all appearances is a Xahoo. Yahoos are vulgar and there is 

no way the Houyhnhnms are going to admit that a Yahoo is as 

good as they, or possessed by what they possesse 

Gulliver learned to imitate the Houyhnhnms because he 

saw man's nature as being the Yahoo's nature and he could not 

accept that in himself. Gulliver made the mistake of seeing 

the Yahoo as mane Gulliver's pride forced him into imitation 

of the Houyhnhnm simply because he could not accept the seedy 

side of man as being part of him. He also failed to see that 

man possesses some of the qualities of the Houyhnhnms and 

that was unfortunate for hime He became so blind, that even 

though Pedro de Mendez contradicted his view of man,man 

could no' longer be something·good for Gulliver because man. 

was Yahoo. This, then, the pride of man, is the cause of 

Gulliveres state. 

The Yahoo in man has been attacked, the pride of man has 

been attacked, and the artificiality of man has been attacked. 

"A satire is a work so organized that it ridicules objects 

external to the fictional world created in it." The objects 

may be "particular men, the inAti tutions of man. c, trai ts 
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presumed to bE!1 in all men I or any cotnbina tion of the three ",'.14 

This is the success of satire. But ,the reader,is' still not, 

and should not be satisfied with just this in ,the "Voyage." 

If he accepts this, he .. too, participates in a misanthropic 

view .. 

Let us now discuss the relevance of parablee Swift's 

satire has done more that attack the world, it has vexed the 

world by shocking it violently. but wittily out of its com

placency with itself ,.1 5 It has created a contradiction, Gulli

ver accepting only the Yahoo's nature as man~s nature and not 

seeing man's share in so~e of the characteristics of the Houym 

hnhnms. It has also challenged our view of the world by mak~ 

ing us realize that we have created it and certain parts are 

indeed, artificial supports since we do not live "wholly 

governed" by reason~ "A Voyage to the Houyhnhnms" has ful

filled the dual role of parable: 

Thesurface function of parable is to create 
contradiction within a given situation of 
complacent security but, even more unnerv
ingly, to challenge the fundamental princi
ple of reconciliation by making us aware of 16 
the f~ct that we made up the reconciliation8 ' 

We are forced,' then, to re-examine man, re-accept. if we have 

not previously accepted, the'full nature Of mal;! which includes 

the Yahoo in us. and pledge ourselves to a, new awareness of 

ourselves as man. We must see the world we live in as the 

world we made 0' , 

As parable. Swift'is suggesting to, us not only what man 

is, but what he is not8 The Yahoo!Houyhnhnm contrasts, 
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revealed by Gulliver, are the vehicles through which he seeks 

his definition. The metanhoric parallels he draws show more 
W~'1 ~,\$

than what man is or is not, ,theyalso show~what he is. The 

reason for mants slavery to vices and passions. as opposed to 

reason and perfect nature, 1s shown to lie in his foolish 

pride,,17 Slavery and blindness, the blindness of the Houyhn

hnms to recognize Gulliver as different and the ,blindness of 

Gulliver to recognize the absurdity of the Houyhnhnms, is a 

result of man's pride8 

By understanding the characters as characters, and not 

sidetracking ourselves by problemsof characters as metaphor, 

we can 'now see Swift's satire as a parablee It reveals'to 

us the world we have created and the sins'we have fallen 

victim to. As parable we can gain a fuller insight to the 

core of our storYe 

We apprehend and respond to the moral 
simply by following that story and draw
ing such inferences fran it concerning 
ourse~ves arBit is calculated to pro
duce 1n us. ' 

Many h~ve understood the core of the story without any 

knowledge of parable* But I have wished to show how it is 

the message of Swift is brought home to the reader. With the 

knowledge of parabi'e', the task of r'eaching into the, story 

can be much more exciting.. "Voyage" has cause us to reach 

and re-discover man& "A Voyage to the IOUYhnhnms" is indeed 

a successful parable. 
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